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(i) Description of working of the innovation (use sketch/drawing , patent, photographs, video to
explain the working)

Anil Kumar Chauhan with Dr Sudarshana, Rohini Bhatnagar, Pragati Mishra ,Dr. Kalpana
Singh ,Dr Anuradha Singh ,Sarika Chauhan and colleagues, working since April - May1992
NEW ALLOTROPE OF CARBON AND CONDUCTOR PLASTICS, SUPER
CONDUCTORS AND ORGAMOMETALLIC CONDUCTORS. THEORY: - All
known conductors of carbon possess large number of easily breakable weak

( P i)

bonds , which generate electrons for the conduction of electricity by the thermal
agitation at room temperature. For example it can be experimentally verified-that
carotene, all other carotenoides , Xanthophylls and even chlorophylls are conductor of
electricity .The number of conduction electrons (broken

bond electrons ) increases in

presence of light, hence these are photo conductors ( actually semi conductors ) or light
dependent conductors .

carotene, a semiconductor polymer
Graphite , an allotrope of carbon possesses comparatively large number of

bonds, hence

it is a good conductor of electricity .
Thus if we can synthesize a polymer , which possesses large number of bonds , will
be a conductor of electricity .If we can polymerize ( any how )acetylene molecules as a long
chain , it will possess large number of

bonds, and will be a conductor. But it is not

possible to polymerize it directly as a long chain till now .To find this goal we have to recall
our memory and consider Wurtz Reaction --,
CH3-Br+2Na+Br-CH3

CH3-CH3+2NaBr
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A similar but opposite reaction will takes place when we shall take mono
sodium acetylide and Sulpher TriOxide (SO3) . Sulpher Tri Oxide does not give
addition reaction with acetylene, more over it snatch out sodium from
acetylene moiety .
CH C-Na +SO3+Na -C CH

CH

C-C CH

(in dry ether or acetone)

+ Na2SO3

1,3 but-di-yne

Instead of SO3 we can also take sulphur as electrophile , because these
electrophiles snatch out Sodium atom from acetylene moiety and do not give
addition reaction .
Now 1,3But- di - yne can be easily polymerize to give a conductor
polymer in presence of H+ (conce. H2SO4)or free radicals( Benzoyl peroxide ).
We are working on catalytic use of CH3+ion gas and proton gas (H+) in
polymerization reaction. CH3+ ion gas can be separated by hetrolytic fission of
CH3Br under external electric field and by pumping them in to reaction
chamber. It may be possible to polymerize acetylene directly by taking
CH3+ion gas or proton gas (H+) followed by electron gas for chain termination.
1)

H++CH

CH=C=C=CH+

C- C CH
H+

2)

CH2=C=C=CH++ CH

C-C

CH

CH=C=C=CH-HC=C=C=CH+

Chain
propagation(CH=C=C=CH-CH=C=C=C=CH)n , where n =200 to 500,This is a
conductor plastic having

35%

bonds in total bonds .

bonds in total chemical bonds, whether graphite possesses only 33%
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Note- Our team has been working on other similar reaction of mono and Di metal alkylides with other
functional groups like nitro , sulphonic acid , hydrazine and hydroxyl amine etc .
When we shall take Di sodium Acetylide/Dilithium acetylide or Di sodium butylide and pass SO3 gas
slowly (in a suitable medium like dry ether ) in a reaction chamber free from oxygen and moisture, we
shall get a mixture of new allotropes of Carbon, very easily by the following way

Na-C C-Na
SO3
SO3

-

C=C
C=C + Na2SO3 ( Sodium Sulphite)

Na-C C-Na

( Cyclic C4)

In reaction chamber we also find cyclic C6, C8, C10, etc in small quantity
along with the linear chains as major constituents .
Cyclic C6 one of the new allotrope of krishna -2 series ( having only double bonds)

Na-C C-Na +SO3 +Na-C C-Na+ SO3 +Na- C C-Na+ SO3 +Na-C C-Na
Easy Reaction in dry ether at high pressure.
Na-C C-C C-(C C-C C-C C-C C)n-C C-Na Where n= 500-1000,[Krishna-1with
terminal sodium atom having carbon-carbon triple bonds ]
Terminal sodium atom can be removed by passing high voltage {about 10k.v.-Dc}electric
current for few minutes to get pure allotrope. Sodium ions become mobile in high voltage
electric current and come out from the material. When we shall rinse the material with
water the terminal sodium atom will be replaced by hydrogen atom.Acidic hydrogen atom
(proton) come out from the material when we shall pass electric current.

6
C

C-C C-(C C-C C-C C-C C C)n-C C Where n= 500-1000,

{krishna-1,an unstable allotrope of carbon}

self rearrangement.

C=C=C=C=C=C=C=C=C=C=C=C=C=C=C=C=C=C=C=C=C=C=C=C
This is a linear allotrope of Krishna-2 series, this may be a super conductor of
electricity at relatively higher temperature having 50%

bonds. Krishna-2

may be a higher temperature superconductor , because positive charges {holes}
move ,as the vacancy of electrons internally in the long linear chain by
delocalization of

MO {resonance } type phenomenon. Since charges move

internally in the molecules and not out side of it in the material, the charge
carriers will experience no resistance at all, even at higher temperature.

+------Current
Krishna-2 may be turn in to diamond by heating about 2000C in inert medium. If only 50%
carbon-carbon double bonds are converting in to single bonds {sigma bonds }with the
adjacent carbon atoms of the other chains due to inter chain linkage {by the heat treatment }
even the material will become very hard and strong, which will be proved a new stuff for
the utensils and furniture etc. Besides it, these new allotropes Krishna will show many
strange chemical and physical properties.

First acetylene gas will be passed in molten sodium/lithum to synthesize Di sodium
acetylide/Di lithium acetylide .
HC CH + 2Na → NaC CNa + H2
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Then disodium acetylide/dilithium acetylide will be boiled with sulphur in dry ether at
high pressure in an inert reaction chamber a conductor plastic will be formed.
Na-C C-Na +S +NaC C-Na+ S +Na-C C-Na+ S +Na-C C-Na+ S +Na-C C-Na
Easy Reaction
Na-C C-C C-(C C-C C-C C-C C)n-C C-Na Where n= 500-1000, + 2n Na2S

The material will be rinsed with water slowly with caution and filtered , the sodium
sulphide and the terminal sodium will be flown away with the water and separated out to
give a pure conductor polymer.
H-C C-C C-(C C-C C-C C-C C)n-C C-H
This may be a super conductor . Its conductivity will be tested and determined.

A semi conductor plastic can be also synthesized by Wurtz reaction by taking di bromo
ethene and sodium in ether medium and refluxing them at high pressure for few hour.
Dibromo ethene will be added slowly in reaction chamber.
BrCH=CHBr +2Na+ BrCH=CHBr +2Na+BrCH=CHBr +2Na+BrCH=CHBr +2Na+ BrCH=CHBr
BrCH=CH-CH=CH-CH=CH(-CH=CH-CH=CH-CH=CH)n-CH=CH-CH=CH-CH=CH-CH=CHBr
This is a semi conductor plastic having sufficient number of bonds.
Dibromo ethene can be synthesize by reaction of bromine water with acetylene .
CH CH +Br2 (water) BrCH=CHBr
A conductor plastic can be synthesize by taking di sodium acytylide/dilithium acetylide in reaction
chamber and dibromo ethene. The later will be added slowly in reaction chamber, in dry ether medium
and will be subjected for refluxing them at high pressure of about 200 to 300 atmospheric pressure.The
reaction will be exothermic, which will maintain the temperature of the reaction chamber.
Na-C C-Na + BrCH=CHBr + Na-C C-Na + BrCH=CHBr + Na-C C-Na + BrCH=CHBr +
Na-C C-CH=CH-C C-(CH=CH-C C-CH=CH-C C)nCH=CH-C C-CH=CH-C C- Na
This is a conductor plastic. This material will be rinsed with water and will be subjected to filtration. The
NaBr and the terminal sodium will be removed with water and the bulk of a conductor polymer will be
obtained after filtration.
H-C C-CH=CH-C C-(CH=CH-C C-CH=CH-C C)nCH=CH-C C-CH=CH-C C-H
When we shall take disodium butylide/dilithium butylide in place of disodium acetylide we shall find
following polymer—
Na-C C-C C-Na + BrCH=CHBr + Na-C C-C C-Na + BrCH=CHBr + Na-C C-C C-Na+……
Na-C C-C C-CH=CH-C C-C C-(CH=CH-C C-C C-CH=CH-C C-C C)n-CH=CH-C C-C C-Na
A protein like conductor plastic can be synthesize by taking 1,2 ethene diamine and fumeric or maleic acid
in suitable medium and refluxing them at high pressure.
H2N-CH=CH-NHH + HO- OC-CH=CH-CO-OH + HHN-CH=CH-NHH+ HO-OC-CH=CH-CO-OH
H2N-CH=CH-NH-CO-CH=CH-CO-(HN-CH=CH-NH-CO-CH=CH-CO)n-HN-CH=CH-NH-CO-CH=CHWe can also synthesize the same conductor polymer by taking halogen derivative of maleic or fumeric acid.
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H2N-CH=CH-NHH + Cl-OC-CH=CH-CO-Cl + HHN-CH=CH-NHH+ Cl-OC-CH=CH-CO-Cl
H2N-CH=CH-NH-CO-CH=CH-CO-(HN-CH=CH-NH-CO-CH=CH-CO)n-HN-CH=CH-NH-CO-CH=CH-

A conductor plastic of comparatively high conductivity can be synthesized by taking disodium acetylide/di
lithium acetylide and halogen derivative of maleic or fumeric acid.
NaC C-Na+ ClOCCH=CHCOCl + NaC C-Na+ ClOCCH=CHCOCl + NaC C-Na
Easy Reaction
NaC C-OC-CH=CH-CO-(C C-OC-CH=CH-CO-C C-OC-CH=CH-CO)nC C-OC-CH=CH-CO-C C-Na
Chloro derivative of maleic acid will be synthesized by reaction of maleic acid with the PCl3 ,Pure Ethene
1,2 dioylchloride will be separated by fractional distillation.
When we shall take disodium butylide/di lithium butylide and halogen derivative of maleic or fumeric
acid.
ClOCCH=CHCOCl+Na-C C-C C-Na+ClOCCH=CHCOCl+Na-C C-C C-Na+ClOCCH=CHCOCl+…
Easy Reaction
ClOCCH=CHCO-C C-C C-OCCH=CHCO-C C-C C-OCCH=CHCOCl
A conductor polymer of relatively low conductivity can be manufactured by the following ways-------HOCH=CHOH +Na→NaOCH=CHONa, This on reaction with dibromoethene gives a biodegradable
semiconductor polymer of low conductivity.
NaOCH=CHONa +BrCH=CHBr+ NaOCH=CHONa +BrCH=CHBr+ NaOCH=CHONa +BrCH=CHBr
Easy Reaction
NaOCH=CH-O-CH=CH-O-CH=CH-O-CH=CH-O-CH=CH-O-CH=CH-O-CH=CH-O-CH=CHBr
A blue light emitting semi conductor polymer can be synthesized by refluxing BrCH=CHBr and
Cl-N=CH-CH=N-Cl with sodium/lithium in ether at high pressure.
BrCH=CHBr + Na + Cl-N=CH-CH=N-Cl +Na+ BrCH=CHBr + Na + Cl-N=CH-CH=N-Cl
Easy Reaction at low temperature
BrCH=CH-N=CH-CH=N-CH=CH-N=CH-CH=N-CH=CH-N=CH-CH=N-CH=CH-N=CH-CH=NThe molecule Cl-N=CH-CH=N-Cl can be synthesize by the following wayOHC-CHO + 2NH2OH HON=CH-CH=NOH
HON=CH-CH=NOH + PCl5
Cl-N=CH-CH=N-Cl
Dibromoethene can be synthesize by reaction of bromine water with acetylene .
CH CH +Br2 (water) BrCH=CHBr
A conductor polymer of relatively high bond energy can be synthesize by taking HON=CH-CH=NOH
and maleic acid or fumeric acid and refluxing them at high pressure .
HON=CH-CH=NOH+ HOOC-CH=CH-COOH+ HON=CH-CH=NOH+ HOOC-CH=CH-COOH
Easy Reaction at high pressure
HON=CH-CH=N-O-OC-CH=CH-CO(–O-N=CH-CH=NO-O-C-CH=CH)n-COOH
Different conductor polymers of different conductivity can be synthesize by taking
Cl-N=CH-CH=N-Cl and Na-C C-Na/ Li-C C-Li or Na-C C-C C-Na/ for example----Cl-N=CH-CH=N-Cl + Na-C C-Na+ Cl-N=CH-CH=N-Cl + Na-C C-Na
Easy Reaction
Cl-N=CH-CH=N-C C-N=CH-CH=N-C C-N=CH-CH=N-C C-N=CH-CH=N-C CAnd Cl-N=CH-CH=N-Cl + Li-C C-C C-Li+ Cl-N=CH-CH=N-Cl + Li-C C-C C-Li+….
Easy Reaction
Cl-N=CH-CH=N-(C C-C C-N=CH-CH=N-C C-C C-N=CH-CH=N)n-C C-C C-Li
when NH2OH reacts with OHC-CH=CH-CHO and larger oxime is formed ,which on reaction with
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PCl5 gives Cl-N=CH-CH=CH-CH=N-Cl which gives following proposed reaction with di lithium
acetylide/ di lithium butylide yielding conductor polymers.
Cl-N=CH-CH=CH-CH=N-Cl + Li-C C-Li+ Cl-N=CH-CH=CH-CH=N-Cl + Li-C C-Li+…..
Reaction at high pressure
Cl-N=CH-CH=CH-CH=N-C C(-N=CH-CH=CH-CH=N-C C)n-N=CH-CH=CH-CH=N-C C-Li
Similarly
Cl-N=CH-CH=CH-CH=N-Cl+ Li-C C-C C-Li+ Cl-N=CH-CH=CH-CH=N-Cl+ Li-C C-C C-Li+
Reaction under high pressure
Cl-N=CH-CH=CH-CH=N-(C C-C C-N=CH-CH=CH-CH=N)n-C C-C C-N=CH-CH=CH-CH=N-Cl
when we shall take Cl-N=CH-CH=CH-CH=N-Cl with lithium in dry ether at high pressure we shall find a
conductor polymer by the following proposed reaction.
Cl-N=CH-CH=CH-CH=N-Cl +2Li+Cl-N=CH-CH=CH-CH=N-Cl +2Li+Cl-N=CH-CH=CH-CH=N-Cl+…
Reaction under high pressure
Cl-N=CH-CH=CH-CH=N(-N=CH-CH=CH-CH=N-)nN=CH-CH=CH-CH=N-N=CH-CH=CH-CH=N-Cl
A conductor polymer can be synthesized by taking OHC-CH=CH-CHO and H2N-CH=CH-NH2 As
OHC-CH=CH-CH=O + H2N-CH=CH-NH2 + O=HC-CH=CH-CH=O+ H2N-CH=CH-NH2
Easy Reaction under high pressure
OHC-CH=CH-CH=N-CH=CH-(N=CH-CH=CH-CH=N-CH=CH-N)n=CH-CH=CH-CH=N-CH=CH-NH2
The H2N-CH=CH-NH2 can be manufactured by the following method –
HC CH + NH2NH2 NH2CH=CHNH2
OR BY BrCH=CHBr + NaNH2 NH2CH=CHNH2
OHC-CH=CH-CHO can be manufactured by the reduction of maleic acid as—
HOOC-CH=CH-COOH

LiAlH
4

(or by Sn+HCl and then by alcoholic KOH)

MnO

0

Or by HOOC-CH=CH-COOH + HCOOH
at 300 C
Or by HC CH (in excess) + CN-CN HC(CN)=CH(CN) then
HC(CN)=CH(CN)

( by(i) SnCl2+HCl (ii) H2O followed by alcoholic KOH)

OHC-CH=CH-CHO
OHC-CH=CH-CHO

OHC-CH=CH-CHO

hydrolysis
HOOC-CH=CH-COOH
On reaction with hydrazine under high pressure But-2,ene 1,4 dial gives a conductor polymer……….
OHC-CH=CH-CHO +H2N-NH2+ OHC-CH=CH-CHO +H2N-NH2 +OHC-CH=CH-CHO +H2N-NH2+
Easy Reaction under high pressure
OHC-CH=CH-CH=(N-N=HC-CH=CH-CH=N-N=HC-CH=CH-CH=N-N=HC-CH=CH-CH)n=N-NH2
When we shall take But-2,ene 1,4 dial and But-2-ene1,2diamine we shall get a conductor polymer.
OHC-CH=CH-CHO + H2NCH=CHNH2+OHC-CH=CH-CHO +H2NCH=CHNH2+--------Easy Reaction under high pressure
OHC-CH=CH-CH=N-CH=CH-N=HC-CH=CH-CH=N-CH=CH-N=HC-CH=CH-CH=N-CH=CHNH2
A conductor plastic can be synthesise by the following proposed reaction by taking ethene 1,2 diamine and
carbon dioxide at high pressure –
H2NCH=CHNH2+ O=C=O+ H2NCH=CHNH2+ O=C=O+ H2NCH=CHNH2+ O=C=O+ H2NCH=CHNH2+
Reaction under high pressure
H2NCH=CH-N=C=N-CH=CH-N=C=N-CH=CH-N=C=N-CH=CH-N=C=N-CH=CH-N=C=N-CH=CH-NH2

A conductor polymer can be synthesized by taking Benzo-Quinone and ethene1,2diamine at high pressure.
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We have target to synthesize ethyne 1,2 diamine , which will give some strange conductor polymers on
reaction with benzo quinone or But-2ene 1,4 di-al, carbon dioxide etc. at high pressure by the following
proposed reaction.
2 NH2OH + Na-C C-Na/ Li-C C-Li
H2N-C C-NH2 + 2 NaOH/LiOH
2 NH2OH+ Li-C C-C C-Li H2N-C C- C C-NH2 + LiOH

H2N-C C-NH2 + OHC-CH=CH-CHO + H2N-C C-NH2 + OHC-CH=CH-CHO+ H2N-C C-NH2
Reaction under high pressure
H2N-C C-N=HC-(CH=CH-CH=N-C C-N=HC-CH=CH-CH=N-C C)n-NH2+ nH2O
A different conductor polymer can be synthesized in similar ways
H2N-C C- C C-NH2 + OHC-CH=CH-CHO+ H2N-C C- C C-NH2 + OHC-CH=CH-CHO+……
Reaction under high pressure
H2N-C C- C C-N=(HC-CH=CH-CH=N-C C-C C-N=)nHC-CH=CH-CHO
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H2N-C C-NH2 + O=C=O +H2N-C C-NH2 + O=C=O +H2N-C C-NH2 + O=C=O +H2N-C C-NH2 + ….
Reaction under high pressure
H2N-C C-N=C=N-C C-(N=C=N-C C-N=C=N-C C-N=C=N-C C-N=C=N)n-C C-NH2 + nH2O
Probably at low pressure this reaction will take place as the following wayH2N-C C-NH2 + O=C=O +H2N-C C-NH2 + O=C=O +H2N-C C-NH2 + O=C=O +H2N-C C-NH2 + ….
Reaction under low pressure
H2N-C C-NH-CO-NH-C C-(NH-CO-NH-C C-NH-CO-NH-C C-NH-CO-NH-C C-NH-CO-NH)nC CNH2+nH2O

similar conductor polymers can be synthesized by taking H2N-C C-C C-NH2 and CO2.
H2N-C C-C C-NH2 +O=C=O+ H2N-C C-C C-NH2 +O=C=O+H2N-C C-C C-NH2 +O=C=O+…..
Reaction under low pressure
H2N-C C-C C-(NH-CO-HN-C C-C C)n-NH-CO-HN-C C-C C-NH2 +nH2O
Our team members have been suggested some more conductor polymers on similar pattern. If we shall
take Benzene 1,4-diamine and Benzoquinone or But-2ene 1,4 di-al, unique polymers will be formed
under high pressure.

These above polymers can be utilized in making light emission diodes of milky light /white light.
These polymers are colorful polymers, so on the basis of these polymers we are working on synthesis of
many biodegradable pigment and dye. If these above polymers are polymerized up to smaller units , these
may be proved as liquid conductors and also as better pigments and dye materials .
HOOC-CH=CH-NH2 + OHC-CH=CH-CHO + H2N-CH=CH-COOH
HOOC-CH=CH-N=HC-CH=CH-CH=N-CH=CH-COOH
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When we shall polymerise O=HC-CH=CH-NH2 as single monomer at high pressure, we can get a
conductor polymer--CH=CHC
CH=CHC
CH=CHC
CH=CHC
CH=CHCHO
Easy Reaction under high pressure
O=HC-CH=CH-N=HC-CH=CH-N=HC-CH=CH-N=HC-CH=CH-N=HC-CH=CH-NH=HC-CH=CH-NH2
3,amine prop2ene 1-al can be produced by addition of cynamide with acetylene up to single step followed
by reduction by Di-isobutyl Aluminium hydride and then water hydrolysis.
(1) DIBAlH (2)H O

CH CH
CN
CH=CH-C N
CH=CH-C
2
Different conductor polymers can be made in increasing/decreasing order of desired conductivity by
taking Na-C C-Na, BrCH=CHBr , Na-C C-C C-Na,CH2Cl2, MgCl2, ZnCl2,CuCl2,SnCl2 ,FeCl2 ,PbCl2,
CdCl2, BeCl2in different proportion. The solution of metal halide in dry ether will be added slowly in the
solution of Di sodium acetylide/ Di sodium But-1,3 diyne or Di lithium acetylide etc. in dry ether in an
inert reaction chamber free from air and moisture at high pressure . For example --Na-C C-Na +ClMgCl +Na-C C-Na+ ClMgCl +Na- C C-Na+ ClMgCl +Na-C C-Na
Easy Reaction
Na-C C-Mg-C C-Mg-(C C-Mg-C C-Mg-C C-Mg-C C)n-Mg-C C-Na
Na-C C-Na +ClSnCl +Na-C C-Na +ClSnCl + Na-C C-Na +ClSnCl +Na-C C-Na +ClSnCl +
Easy Reaction
Na-C C-Sn-C C-Sn-C C-Sn-C C-Sn-C C-Sn-C C-Sn-C C-Sn-C C-Sn-C C-Sn-C C-Na
Self rearrangement after removal of terminal sodium atoms by high voltage current
C C=Sn=C C=Sn=C C=Sn=C C=Sn=C C=Sn=C C=Sn=C C=Sn=C C=Sn=C C=Sn=C C=Sn
It may be a organometallic superconductor polymer.
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When we shall take Na-C C-C C-Na and SnCl2we shall find following conductor polymer----Na-C C-C C-Na+ClSnCl+Na-C C-C C-Na+ClSnCl+Na-C C-C C-Na+ClSnCl+Na-C C-C C-Na+
Easy Reaction
Na-C C-C C-(Sn-C C-C C-Sn-C C-C C)n-Sn-C C-C C-Na
To strengthen the linear organo-metallic conductors, we shall dope 1-2% trichlorides/tetra halides with di
chlorides for the inter chain linking.
When we shall take Di sodium acetylide with anhydrous AlCl3 or GaCl3 or PCl3 or BCl3 planer conductor
polymers of peculiar behaviour are formed, thin films are similar to graphines,

When we shall use Na-C C-C C-Na or Li-C C-C C-Li or Dimetal Alkylide of 6 or 8 carbon, we shall get
larger pore size. Thin membrane of above polymers can be used as nano filters. These may be super
conductors also. We can synthesize some very light , tough and strong tetrahedral conductor polymers
by adding slowly , solution of NCl3, FeCl3,TiCl4,VCl4,ZrCl4,CCl4, GeCl4,SnCl4, PbCl4 ,TeCl4,SeCl4 etc. in
dry ether into the solution of Di sodium acetylide/ 1-4,Di sodium but-diyne or Di Lithium acetylide etc.
in dry ether in an inert reaction chamber free from oxygen and moisture at high pressure , while
WCl6,TcCl6,RuF6 etc. like metal halide will give octahedral polymers. Tetrahedral and octahedral
acetylenic conductor polymers may be high temperature super conductors due to high free electron density
and almost free space (Hollow drains) in the material.
Some organometallic conductor can be synthesized by taking Grignard reagent and Di sodium
acetylide/Di lithium acetylide by the following ways….
Br-HC=CH-Br + Mg
in dry ether
Br-Mg-HC=CH-Mg-Br
Br-Mg-HC=CH-Mg-Br+Na-C C-Na+Br-Mg-HC=CH-Mg-Br+Na-C C-Na+Br-Mg-HC=CH-Mg-Br+…..
Easy Reaction in dry ether at higher pressure
Br-Mg-HC=CH-Mg-C C-Mg-HC=CH-Mg-C C(-Mg-HC=CH-Mg-C C-)nMg-HC=CH-Mg-C C-Na
Similarly we can synthesize a organometallic conductor polymer of relatively higher conductivity-Br-Mg-HC=CH-Mg-Br+ Na-C C-C C-Na+ Br-Mg-HC=CH-Mg-Br+ Na-C C-C C-Na+…..
Easy Reaction in dry ether at higher pressure
Br-Mg-HC=CH-(Mg-C C-C C-Mg-HC=CH)n-Mg-C C-C C-Mg-HC=CH-Mg-C C-C C-Na
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Cl-CH2-Cl+ Mg

in dry ether

Cl-Mg-CH2-Mg-Cl

Cl-Mg-CH2-Mg-Cl+Na-C C-Na+Cl-Mg-CH2-Mg-Cl+Na-C C-Na+Cl-Mg-CH2-Mg-Cl+
Easy Reaction in dry ether
Cl-Mg-CH2-Mg-C C-Mg-CH2-(Mg-C C-Mg-CH2)n-Mg-C C-Mg-CH2-Mg-C C-Mg-CH2-Mg-Cl

There is possibility of some organo-metallic conductors by the following proposed reaction.
Br-Mg-HC=CH-Mg-Br + 2Na+ Br-Mg-HC=CH-Mg-Br+ 2Na+ Br-Mg-HC=CH-Mg-Br + 2Na+…..
in dry ether
Br-Mg-HC=CH-Mg(-Mg-HC=CH-Mg-Mg-HC=CH-Mg)n-Mg-HC=CH-Mg-Br

Note-1) Bio-Degradable Plastics :-Our team is also working (working on bio-degradable
polymers since 1994-95)on polymerization of formaldehyde taking proton gas as catalyst
(at low temperature and high pressure taking electron gas as chain terminator after passing
the fluid in a long pipe taking enough time to polymerize.) in order to synthesize biodegradable polymer –
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H++O=CH2

HO-CH2+

HO-CH2+ +O=CH2

HO-CH2-O-CH2+
Chain propagation

HO-CH2-O-CH2-O-CH2-O-CH2-O-CH2-O-CH2-O-CH2-O-CH2-O-CH2
Formaldehyde can be synthesized by reaction of ozone with methane which is a major constituent of
biogas.

3CH4+ 2O3

3 HCHO +3 H2O

A bio-degradable polymer like cotton can

be synthesize by taking polymerizing ethenediol and proton gas/electron gas as catalyst in oscillatory reaction.
Ethene diol can be manufactured by the following reaction
BrCH=CHBr + aq NaOH
HOCH=CHOH or by
HC CH + dilute HO-OH in ether
HOCH=CHOH
An cotton like biodegradable polymers can be manufactured by the following methods
HOCH=CHOH + CN-CN
HOCH(CN)-CH(CN)OH
Acid hydrolysis HOOCCH(OH)-CH(OH)COOH

Reaction of HCN with glyoxal followed by acid hydrolysis gives above monomer.

This acid with ethelene glycol gives a cotton like

biodegradable polymer
HOOCCH(OH)-CH(OH)COOH +HOCH2-CH2OH+ HOOCCH(OH)-CH(OH)COOH +HOCH2-CH2OH
HOOCCH(OH)-CH(OH)COOCH2-CH2OOCCH(OH)-CH(OH)COOCH2-CH2OOCCH(OH)-CH(OH)COOH

A biodegradable polymer can be manufactured by the following ways -………….
HOCH=CHOH +Br2

BrCH(OH)-CH(OH)Br

CH2OH-CH2OH +Na
NaOCH2-CH2ONa ,
Now these two reactants give comfortable cotton like biodegradable polymer on reaction under high
pressure
BrCH(OH)-CH(OH)Br+NaOCH2-CH2ONa+BrCH(OH)-CH(OH)Br+NaOCH2-CH2ONa+
BrCH(OH)-CH(OH)-OCH2-CH2O-CH(OH)-CH(OH)-OCH2-CH2O-CH(OH)-CH(OH)-OCH2-CH2ONa

When we shall take Disodium glyceride and 1,2Dibromo-Ethane1,2-diol we shall find best result
BrCH(OH)-CH(OH)Br+NaOCH2CH(OH)CH2ONa+BrCH(OH)-CH(OH)Br+NaOCH2CH(OH)CH2ONa
BrCH(OH)-CH(OH)-O[-CH2CH(OH)CH2-O-CH(OH)-CH(OH)-O]n-CH2CH(OH)CH2ONa

Glycerin is the byproduct of soap industry ,which can be also synthesized by the following ways
CH3-CH=CH2 + Cl2→at 500 C Cl-CH2-CH=CH2
Cl-CH2-CH=CH2 + HO-OH → Cl-CH2-CH(OH)-CH2(OH)
KOH
HO-CH2-CH(OH)-CH2-OH +2Na
NaO-CH2-CH(OH)-CH2-ONa
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When we shall take 1,2Dibromo-Ethane1,2-diol and Sodium oxide in suitable medium we shall get a
cotton like bio-degradable polymer which may be a comfortable textile.
BrCH(OH)-CH(OH)Br +Na-O-Na+ BrCH(OH)-CH(OH)Br +Na-O-Na+ BrCH(OH)-CH(OH)Br+ Na-O-Na

-NaBr
BrCH(OH)-CH(OH)-O[-CH(OH)-CH(OH)-O-CH(OH)-CH(OH)-O-]nCH(OH)-CH(OH)-O-Na

When we shall take 1-4 dichloro butane2-3 diol with sodium oxide , we shall find a bio degradable
polymer.
ClCH2CH(OH)-CH(OH)CH2Cl +Na-O-Na + ClCH2CH(OH)-CH(OH)CH2Cl +Na-O-Na
-NaCl
ClCH2CH(OH)-CH(OH)CH2-O[-CH2CH(OH)-CH(OH)CH2-O]n-CH2CH(OH)-CH(OH)CH2Cl
But-1,4 diene gives a polyhydric alcohol on reaction with hydrogen peroxide.
CH2=CH-CH=CH2 +HO-OH
HO-CH2CH(OH)-CH(OH)-CH2-OH
Which on reaction with 2-3dihydroxybut-1,4dioic acid will give a strong cotton like biodegradable
polymer after polymerization under high pressure ----------HO-CH2CH(OH)-CH(OH)-CH2-OH+HOOC(HO)CH-CH(OH)COOH+HO-CH2CH(OH)-CH(OH)-CH2-OH
HO-CH2CH(OH)-CH(OH)-CH2-(OOC(HO)CH-CH(OH)COO-CH2CH(OH)-CH(OH)-CH2)n-OH

A biodegradable cotton like comfortable polymer from butadiene and Di sodium ethelene glycol can be
synthesize by the different way----CH2=CH-CH=CH2 +HO-Cl
ClCH2CH(OH)-CH(OH)CH2Cl
CH2=CH2+ HO-OH
CH2OH-CH2OH
CH2OH-CH2OH +Na
NaOCH2-CH2ONa +H2
ClCH2CH(OH)-CH(OH)CH2Cl+NaOCH2-CH2ONa+ClCH2CH(OH)-CH(OH)CH2Cl+NaOCH2-CH2ONa+
ClCH2CH(OH)-CH(OH)CH2OCH2-CH2OCH2CH(OH)-CH(OH)CH2OCH2-CH2ONaCH2CH(OH)-CH(OH)

When we shall take only sodium with 1,2dibromo ethane1,2 diol we shall find following comfortable
cotton like polymer.
BrCH(OH)-CH(OH)Br +Na+Na+ BrCH(OH)-CH(OH)Br +Na+Na+ BrCH(OH)-CH(OH)Br+ Na+Na

-NaBr
BrCH(OH)-CH(OH)[CH(OH)-CH(OH)CH(OH)-CH(OH)]nCH(OH)-CH(OH)-Na

Many bio-degradable protein like polymers can be synthesized by the following ways ---ClOCCH2COCl + HHNCH2NHH + ClOCCH2COCl + HHNCH2NHH +ClOCCH2COCl + HHNCH2NHH
ClOCCH2CO-HNCH2NH-OCCH2CO-HNCH2NH-OCCH2CO-HNCH2NH-OCCH2CO-HNCH2NH ,and
ClOCCH2CH2COCl + HHN CONHH + ClOCCH2CH2COCl + HHNCONHH +ClOCCH2CH2COCl +
ClOCCH2CH2CO-HN CONH-OC-CH2CH2CO-HNCONH-OCCH2CH2CO-HNCONH-OCCH2CH2CO- ,
and The above acid halide can be synthesized by the following way---------CH2=CH2 + CN-CN

CN-CH-CH-CN

Acid hydrolysis

LiAlH4
H2NCH2 CH2CH2CH2NH2

HOOCCH2CH2COOH +SOCl2

ClOCCH2CH2COCl
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HOOCCH2COOH + HNHCH2CH2NHH+HOOCCH2COOH + HNHCH2CH2NHH +HOOCCH2COOH
HOOCCH2CO-NHCH2CH2NH-OCCH2CO-NHCH2CH2NH-OCCH2CO- NHCH2CH2NH2, and
HOOCCH2- CH2COOH + HNHCH2CH2NHH+HOOCCH2 -CH2COOH + HNHCH2CH2NHH
HOOC CH2CH2CO-NHCH2CH2NH-OC- CH2CH2CO-NHCH2CH2NH-OCCH2 CH2CO- NHCH2CH2NH2,
…………………..etc .
A protein(Leather) like bio-degradable polymer can be also synthesized by taking
HOOCCH(OH)-CH(OH)COOH and Ethane diamine H2NCH2CH2NH2 as ---------HOOCCH(OH)-CH(OH)COOH+ HNHCH2CH2NHH + HOOCCH(OH)-CH(OH)COOH+ HNHCH2CH2NHH
HOOCCH(OH)CH(OH)CONHCH2CH2NHOCCH(OH)CH(OH)CONHCH2CH2NHOCCH(OH)CH(OH)CONHCH2-

A tough and strong protein like bio-degradable polymer can be also synthesized by the following ways
HOCH=CHOH + CN-CN

HOCH(CN)-CH(CN)OH

Acid hydrolysis

HOOC(HO)CH-CH(OH)COOH

LiAlH4
H2NCH2 CH(OH)CH(OH)CH2NH2
Both these reactants ,react to form a tough and strong polymer.

Alternatively Glyoxal cynohydrine can be synthesized by the following ways-----------HC CH + HO-OH
CHO-CHO
CHO-CHO + HCN

HOCH(CN)-CH(CN)OH

HC CH+ NH2-NH2
H2N-CH=CH-NH2
H2N-CH=CH-NH2+ HO-OH
H2N-CH(OH)-CH(OH)-NH2
Ethane 1,2 dihydroxy 1,2 diamine gives a comfortable bio degradable polymer by the following ways
H2N-CH(OH)-CH(OH)-NH2+ HOOC(HO)CH-CH(OH)COOH+H2N-CH(OH)-CH(OH)-NH2+
H2N-CH(OH)-CH(OH)-NH-OC-CH(HO)-CH(OH)CO-HN-CH(OH)-CH(OH)-NH-OC-CH(HO)-CH(OH)COOH

A protein like polymer can be also synthesized by taking 2-3di methylbut1-4 dioic acid and
butane2-3 diamine .These polymers will be proved bio-degradable substitute of leather,
silk, and wool.
A silk like tough , strong and elastic polypeptide polymer can be synthesized by the
following wayHC≡CH + NC-CN

HC(CN)=(CN)CH

Bromine liquid

HCBr(CN)-(CN)BrHC

↓NaNH2
NH2(CN)HC-CH(CN)NH2
↓Hydrolysis H3O+
HOOC-CH(NH2)-CH(NH2)-COOH
HOOC-CH(NH2)-CH(NH2)-COOH+H2N-CH(COOH)-CH(COOH)-NH2+++++………
↓(polymerization of single monomer at high pressure.)
A web of inter chain linked , strong polypeptide biodegradable polymer will be formed ,which may be
much stronger than steel.
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In order to synthesize various biodegradable protein like polymers our team is working
on addition reaction of NH2NH2,NH2OH, NC–CN, HO-OH, etc. with ethylene, butene,
and single step addition in acetylene. We are also working on the synthesis of an amino
acid by the following reaction.
CH2=CH2

NH2CH2-CH2COOH

(1)NH2OH (2) CO at high pressure

Alternatively this amino acid can be formed by addition of cynamide H 2N-CN with
ethelene followed by hydrolysis.
CH2=CH2 + H2N-CN
NH2CH2-CH2CN H3O+
NH2CH2-CH2COOH
In order to make completely biodegradable polymer we have a plan to add 5% natural
amino acids as monomers to increase the site of bond cleavage .Natural amino acids can
be obtained from hydrolysis of human hairs and useless sheep wool . Large number of
peptide bonds will provide more site of bond cleavage for the bacteria and other microbes.
It will enhance the possibility of breaking of bonds by the bacteria and other microbes .
Our team is also working on low temperature cracking of petroleum by taking electron
gas/proton gas as catalysis. If this project succeed, it will be possible to make
petroleum gas, at tremendous quantity by cracking of dry pine lives(chir) by using
electron gas/proton gas/ or, carbonium ion gas catalysts ,at about 500 to 6000C.
2)We are also working on new allotrope of silicon which can be synthesized by taking silicon disulfide
and calcium or Barium metal in ether medium at higher pressure and about 150 to 200 0C temperature by
the proposed reaction given by-

S=Si=S +Ca + S=Si=S +Ca + S=Si=S +Ca + S=Si=S +Ca + S=Si=S
at higher pressure↓
Si═Si═Si═Si═Si═Si═Si═Si═Si═Si═Si═Si═Si═Si═Si
This is a new allotrope of silicon and this may be a super conductor.
Our team is searching for the high temperature super conductivity in the compounds made of semi
conductors like BeTe, BeSe , MgTe, MgSe , AlAs, Li2Se , Li2Te,TiSe2,TiTe2, Na2Se andNa2Te etc.
Note-2 Our team is also working on semi conductor plastics as well as on the photosynthesis reaction in
view of all the pigments are semiconductors. From chlorophylls to P 700molecules the electronic current lose
energy due to the junction resistance. P700molecules act as a plug point at high potential which generate
electrons at high voltage for the production of 1st-NADPH2 molecules at cathode and 2nd –ATP
molecules at anode by the help of ATPase enzyme. It requires at least about 1.3volts to generate O2 from
OH _ ions but there will be potential break- down in thylakoid membrane of granum at this voltage. .We
guess that photo system is made of many photo voltaic cells of semi conductors, arranged in series and
parallel in thylakoid membrane and the plugs to generate electrons are located in opposite terminals. We
are also trying to produce ATP in presence of ATPase enzymes and Mg++/ PO4-3 ions by taking purely
electrical energy (By battery)..
3).we are also working on the basic principles of meiosis and mitosis assuming that .
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(a) in mitosis the whole number of chromosomal pairs double and identical chromosomal pairs align on
the spindle fibers in meta phase and get separated for the two new diploid nuclei. (b) while in meiosis
two homologes chromosomes arrange on spindle fiber and get separated for the two haploid nuclei . There
are 223 possible combinations of 23 chromosomes in human haploid cells; therefore the two children of the
same parents differ, because there are 246 combinations of chromosomes are possible in daughter cell of
the same parents . So we assume that there should be no crossing over and formation of chasma in
pachytene stage of prophase of cell division in meiosis. Crossing over of chromosomes is dangerous
because it may cause mutation and cancer or production of unwanted proteins. Imagine, what will
happen when crossing over occurs at the middle of the globin protein .The structure of the hemoglobin
will changed ,and it will not work properly. Change of only one amino acid ( Glutamic acid

Valine at

position 6) in chain of globin protein, causes sickle cell anaemia. What will happen, if crossing over
occurs at the middle of the chain of globin protein`s DNA? If amino acid sequence is being changed in
middle of an enzyme that will be spoiled. We think that viral DNA does not combine with the host DNA
and stay free in the nucleus of host cell, where it replicates and transcripts. …………And the plasmid
containing bacterial infection is, the one of the main reason, for the cancer.

Mitosis-

Meiosis—
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Thus we can conclude that chemical structure of chromosomes remains conserved during cell division .
In other words chromosomes remains intact during meiosis, Only their combination changes. An
individual`s diploid cell consist , 50% chromosomes from his father and 50% chromosomes from his
mother, but it is not certain that he would contain exactly 25% chromosomes from his grandfather and
25% chromosomes from his grandmother, and similarly from his maternal grandparents. It may vary from
0% to 50%. For example, if a person possesses (6/46)x100%=13.044% chromosomes from his grandfather
, he will must consist (17/46)x100%=36.96% chromosomes from his grandmother, similarly that person
possesses (8/46)x100%=19.39% chromosomes from his maternal grandfather , he will must consist
(15/46)x100%=30.6%chromosomes from his maternal grandmother.
Thus
a
person
can
possess
(1/46)x100%=2.174%,(2/46)x100%=4.348%,
(3/46)x100%=6.322%,(4/46)x100% …………..etc. or integral multiple of it up to 50%, chromosomes from
his grandparents. This can be verified experimentally by DNA fingerprinting. (Percentage of the
chromosomes from ,grandparents is quantized in an individual. Ha , ha ,ha, ha …………………………..).
This theory of meiosis, explains perfectly the Mendel’s theory. Two homologes chromosomes come from
father and mother each. If there are genes of opposite characteristic in homologes chromosomes ,one
gene becomes recessive while other gene situated on other homologes chromosome becomes dominant. If
both homologes chromosomes
consist genes of similar characteristic, the characteristic appears in
phenotype.
If an individual diploid cell consist only two pairs of chromosomes (4chromosomes) viz aa m , bbm , there
are two possible ways of taking either a or am from the first pair of chromosomes for the haploid cell in
meiosis. Similarly we can select either b or bm from the second pair. Thus there are 2x2=4 combinations
of haploid cell viz ab ,abm, amb, am bm .whether m stand for chromosomes from mother. This explains
why, the phenotype of mango and other fruit crops changes, if the tree is planted by the seedling, even after
self pollination, because combination of chromosomes changes during meiosis and fertilization.
4, Aspirin (Disprin) Powder or paste in water or oil is an effective remedy for the ring worm, eczema and
dry itches etc. ,when used externally. Since proton of phenolic group is capped ,hence it causes no
irritation. An ointment can be manufactured by taking 20% Acetyl salicylic acid , 0.1%

copper oxide 0.1% nickel oxide (all are antifungal and perhaps inhibitor for the
cynocobalamin path way) with 5% Boric acid, 2% camphor and 1% Sulphur ,0.1% Para
nitro phenol , + 1% Para nitro aniline , in a suitable cream base or in a lotion . An
commercial Ayurvedic cream or lotion can be also prepared by taking Neem, Bhakuchi
extract and aloe vera etc. with above ingredients . Aspirin is also useful in antidandruff
shampoo and clinical talcum powder. It also useful as internal antiseptic which works well
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in luecoria when used externally. Acetyl derivatives of phenolic groups provide other
options for the aspirin. Acetyl salicylic acid can be also used as internal antiseptic. It is
much useful in genital argon infection when applied externally in form of paste.
Our team has a project on synthesis of an antipyretic and analgesic which has the
structure of both a Acetyl salicylic acid and paracitomol . It will prove a better
antipyretic than that of paracitomol.
Acetyl salicylic acid

3 nitro 2hydroxy benzoic acid ,

nitration

3-nitro 2hydroxy benzoic acid
3amino 2 -hydroxy benzoic acid

(Sn + HCl)

Acetic anhydride

3amino 2 -hydroxy benzoic acid,
2-4,CH3OCONHC6H3(COOH)OCOCH3

5.-Main reason for the migraine (Adh-kapali) is the dryness of mucous in the nasal system.
Dry mucous exerts a pressure on the neurons and blood circulation system of the brain . The
mucous becomes dry due to excessive use of warm food, tea, coffee, exposure of heat
radiation and sun stroke. The root of the problem is dry mucous. Removal of dry mucous
by the physiotherapy from the nasal system of migraine patients is better cure ,than to take
medicines. Dry mucous can be removed by the multiple sneezing while bathing, bowing
down the head. A person should avoid to take warm food ,tea, coffee during nasal jam and
mucous .
6.- Tetracyclin , oxytetracycline or ciprofloxin is found as an effective remedy for the
granular viral scabies and skin cirrhosis, (Psoriasis) ,when used externally as a 1-5%
lotion or ointment in a cream base with 5% Acetyl salicylic acid as preservative and
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antiseptic for secondary infections .This lotion can cure and prevent the expansion of
Herpes simplex virus 1 (and perhaps type 2 also ), when applied externally.
Norfloxin , Chlorotetracyclin, Tetracyclin ,oxytetracyclin and cyprofloxin( most powerful
antiviral) are also found Antiviral ,which are very much effective and useful in
flue(various strains of influenza including bird flue and swine flue ) and perhaps in
Ebola virus also, common cold,eye flue(bacterial and viral conjunctivitis).Dose (Any
one of the following )-- children above 7 years and up to 15 years – ciprofloxin
125mg+declofenec sodium 125mg+ paracitomol 125 to250 mg-twice daily. or
Tetracycline 250mg+declofenec sodium250mg+ paracitomol,250mg-twice daily or
according to body weight, For adults- ciprofloxin250mg+declofenec sodium500mg+
paracitomol,500mg-twice daily. or Tetracycline 500mg+declofenec sodium500mg+
paracitomol,500mg-twice daily .These are also found useful in viral mosaic of the citrus
plants.
7. Our team is working on effective remedy for tuberculosis. For example if we convert
CHO group in to COOH group ,and some of OH groups in to Cl groups , of
streptomycin , the new structure may be more effective in tuberculosis. The CHO
group can be converted in to COOH group by mild oxidizing agent like Tallen
reagent,etc ,and some of OH groups can be converted into Cl groups by the reaction
with PCl3.

8. Our team is also working (working since August-September 1991) on synthesis of diamond by
graphite,applying high pressure of few giga Pascal and high temperature of 600 0Cto10000C ,using property
of elasticity and linear thermal expansion by taking a beam of tungsten and graphite slab , fixed between
the two rigid bases and heating them for thermal expansion to produce high pressure.
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9- We have a raw idea of making organic laser and a photo amplifier ,using laser action, which can amplify
weak photo signals, coming from distant light sources like stars and galaxies or objects kept in dark .
This project is based on the creation of artificial meta stable states in the molecules having π bonds like
CH2=CHCl , O=O , N
,etc ,by applying external electric field. When we shall pump photon of sufficient
energy on O=O ,molecules ( in liquid O2) ,under external electric fields the π bonds of O=O will go
under hetrolytic fission resulting electrically polarized molecules. When we shall decrease electric field
strength ,the electron on higher energy state will come to the ground state , releasing a photon, If the
photon stimulates the emission of other excited molecules ,this can be converted into laser action.

+ hυ

O= O

Under electric field

O-—O+

O2 + hυ

O+—O-

(under de- electrification)
An alternating electric voltage of saw tooth wave can be utilized for this purpose.

Low intensity
Laser material

High intensity
Partially silvered or completely transparent surfaces

We are also working on the liquefaction of gasses having π bonds ,by this method.
10-We are also working on production of X rays without collision with the target. This project is based on
the theory ,when we shall retardate moving electron of 10 KV ,within a very short distance by electric field
of 11 KV ,using wire gauze and metal plate , the kinetic energy of electron will be converted in to emission
of a continuous electromagnetic spectrum. λm the wavelength related to maximum intensity , of the
emission will depend upon the potential gradient of the retardating voltage and voltage of accelerating
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voltage. Efficiency of this method will be much higher ,up to 20 to 40 % instead of 0.5% in Coolidge
tube.
11) We are working on the point , that heat can be generated in the muscles by applying high frequency
(1010 to1011 Hz) alternating magnetic field to destroy cancer cells and tumours. We know that time varying
electric field or magnetic field is a form of energy and one form of energy can be converted in to another
form .An alternating magnetic field of high amplitude will be produced at the tumours by taking multiple
super conducting coils focused at the centre of target cells/cancer cells (all the axes of coils will meet at
the target cells). The alternating magnetic field will generate heat to destroy the tumours. This technique
can be also utilized , in the providing heat treatment to the internal wounds .
Similar to this method , Microwaves can be generated by applying a constant electric field and an
alternating magnetic field perpendicular to the electric field in vacuum . The electromagnetic wave will be
generated, of the same frequency , as that of the alternating magnetic field . If we shall apply an alternating
electric field of frequency order of 1010 Hz , microwaves will be generated. The micro waves can be also
generated by applying ,a constant magnetic field and an alternating electric field perpendicular to it.
12) Our team is working on composition of an Ayurbedic cough syrup which will show minimum side
effect , by taking following ingredientsEphedrine (Extract of Ephedra officinalis) – 1.0%
Nila kusum (Barleria strigosa) root extract 1.0%
Barleria cristata( Leaf extract)
1.0%
White pepper (Piper longan)
3.0%
Aloe barbedensis gel
5.0%
Black pepper
2.0%
Ginger extract
1.0%
Ocimum santalum extract
3.0%
Menthol
1.0%
Mint
1.0%
Pure honey as sweetener
5.0%
Sugar
4.0%
Juice of seebuck thorn
30.0%
Ethyl alcohol for dilution
20.0%
Water
qs
up to
100.0%
13) We have a project to make an antacid by taking Sodium gluconate and gluconic acid as buffer maintaining the pH
basic.
14)We are working on artificial sweetener having 100 to 500 times sweeter than sugar , the structure of products are as
following-
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(14) Our team is working on a project to add the gene of insulin in a non-pathogenic friendly or
symbiotic bacteria which survives on glucose. We shall keep this bacteria in a perforated small chamber
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and shall implant in some where in blood vessels like veins . The bacteria itself would not come out side
of the cavity but the molecules and the hormones can pass the cavity. There will be a valve mechanism in
the lentil sized chamber. When bacteria will grow and increase its number the pressure of the chamber will
increase and the valve will release some of the dead and living bacteria in the blood which will be captured
by the immuning system. The bacteria will synthesize insulin only when there will be high concentration
of blood glucose. When blood glucose will decline the production of insulin will also decline. The gene
of insulin will be obtained from the reverse transcription of mRNA ,( which are in excess in beta cells of
Langerhans islets,) by reverse transcriptase enzymes, followed by polymerase chain reaction. At present
gene of insulin is known and has been obtained by other techniques.
15) The idea of making of Light emission diode for Blue Colour first came into my mind when I read the
theory of emission diodes of red and green colour in a magazene Vigyan Pragati in 1994/95, when I
was in BSc. 2nd year. I thought that If we shall take Gallium oxide it may emit blue colour because
energy gap will be increased. But if energy gap increases so high and it becomes more than 4 electron
volts , the material will become an insulator and amorphous solid. To know the fact whether gallium
oxide is useful or not we have to carry out experiment in similar way of gallium nitride for doping and
making pn junction. All that thought came into my mind within one-two second. I also shared this idea
with 10th standard students of a private school in 2003 when I was teaching chemistry. Due to nuclear
blackmailing I could not complete my MSc nor I could get a scientific job so that to carryout experiments
in any laboratory. No body helped me on any of my projects . The Japanese scientist won Noble prize on
the same topic but in India there is no value of such thought. I am working On the theory of new
allotrope of linear carbon having alternating triple and single bonds since April 1992. I have sent about 30
thousands emails throughout the world in all leading universities since 2005. But no body helped me to
carry out experiments perhaps due to nuclear blackmailing. The tepp personnel did not replied to my e
mails. The PRISM personnel of IIT Kanpur declared that there is no scientific view in any of your
projects ,the Synthesis of a New allotrope of carbon and some conductor plastics, including
organometallic conductors and Deslination of water by exeternal electric field . They told me “
Isme Science Ka Kahin Darshan Nahi ho Raha Hai”. The similar material is valuable for other
laboratories but worthless in India. If I had gotten proper channel the noble prize on conductor polymer
would be of mine and now my research on conductor polymer is going to be worthless. Please see the Link
location on
Synthesis of Linear Acetylenic Carbon: The "sp" Carbon Allotrope - jstor
Linear acetylenic carbon - Wikipedia

https://www.google.co.in/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=9&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUK
Ewjv6pyG0NXSAhXBpo8KHfjtBgsQFghFMAg&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.jstor.org%2Fstable%2F288
6241&usg=AFQjCNFmsnG543_IaBQQf44SakwU1Y8U-Q
Linear acetylenic carbon - Wikipedia

About 1,04,000 results (0.70 seconds)
Showing results for synthesis of new acetylenic allotropes of carbon ,
Search instead for synthesis of new acetylinic allotropes of carbon ,

Search Results
Patent US5985446 - Acetylenic carbon allotrope - Google Patents
www.google.co.in/patents/US5985446
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Nov 16, 1999 - The acetylenic carbon allotropes of the present invention are more soluble than
... In a graphite synthesis process, the improvement comprises, the ... former Soviet Union in the
50s and 60s claimimg that a new form of carbon ...
Linear acetylenic carbon - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_acetylenic_carbon
1.
2.

Linear acetylenic carbon (LAC), also called carbyne, is an allotrope of carbon that has the ... In
2004, an analysis of a synthesized linear carbon allotrope found it to have a cumulene ....
"Carbon: A NewView of Its High-Temperature Behavior".
Patent EP0821702A1 - An acetylenic carbon allotrope - Google Patents
www.google.com/patents/EP0821702A1?cl=en

Feb 4, 1998 - The acetylenic carbon allotropes of the present invention are more soluble ... 40
In a graphite synthesis process, the improvement comprises, the ... and 1960s claiming that
a new form ofcarbon called "carbyne" had been ...
Synthesis of Linear Acetylenic Carbon: The "sp" Carbon Allotrope - jstor
www.jstor.org/stable/2886241

linear carbon allotrope) (2-7). Studies of acetylenic model compounds (following or modifying
reported syntheses and through new synthetic routes) suggested ...
Three-Dimensional Carbon Allotropes Comprising Phenyl Rings and ...
www.nature.com › Scientific Reports › Articles

by JT Wang - 2016 - Cited by 1 - Related articles
Apr 18, 2016 - These structures are constructed by inserting acetylenic or diacetylenic ... The
present results establish a new type of carbon phases and offer insights .... and rh18 carbon are
viablecarbon allotrope for experimental synthesis.
Stimulating Concepts in Chemistry - Page 163 - Google Books Result
https://books.google.co.in/books?isbn=3527299785

Fritz Vögtle, J. Fraser Stoddart, Masakatsu Shibasaki - 2000 - Science
From Fullerenes to Novel Carbon Allotropes: Exciting Prospects for Organic ... search for stable
molecular and polymeric acetylenic carbon allotropes is still ongoing. ... fascinating
perspectives in organic synthesis and promise to provide new ...
Allotropes of Carbon - Boundless
https://www.boundless.com › ... › Nonmetallic Elements › Carbon
1.
2.

Various allotropes of carbon exhibit different properties and find applications in a variety of ...
as the standard state for defining the heat of formation of carbon compounds. ... Graphene is an
exciting newclass of material whose unique properties ... and linear acetylenic carbon, which is
a one-dimensional carbon polymer ...
Allotropes of carbon
afrodita.rcub.bg.ac.rs/~rzoran/Allotropes%20of%20carbon.htm
1.
2.

Eight allotropes of carbon: a) Diamond, b) Graphite, c) Lonsdaleite, d) C60 ... 9
Linear AcetylenicCarbon (LAC) ... Therefore, it is used in thermochemistry as the standard state
for defining the heat offormation of carbon compounds. .... Kenna meteorite, New Mexico; and
Allan Hills (ALH) 77283, Victoria Land, Antarctica ...
Carbon nanotubes, science and technology part (I) structure, synthesis ...
www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1878535210001747
1.

by A Aqel - 2012 - Cited by 79 - Related articles
Sep 7, 2010 - The structures of eight allotropes of carbon: (A) Diamond [3D, ... and graphite as
a quite new member of carbon allotropes (Tanaka et al., 1999). ..... a carbon containing gas
(such asacetylene, ethylene, and ethanol) with a ...
Synthesis of micro-and nanodiamonds by the method of oxy-acetylene ...
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iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1742-6596/741/1/012023/pdf

by S Sabitov - 2016 - Related articles
of oxygen and acetylene on the structure formation of the deposited samples ... years carbon
allotropes, such as nanodiamonds, have shown promising new ...

For any detail please contact preferably by post on the given address.
Anil Kumar Chauhan,Vill:- Phulwaria (Morwan)
Post:- Ramkola ,Distt.:- Kushinagar (U.P.)INDIA mob.9621056791
I need your help ,although there is a program PRISM of DSIR for the financial support up to Rs. 20
Lakhs . But you know that the governmental bodies do not work properly in India. This is why I could not
obtain sufficient marks in academic and various competitive exams including SCRA of Union Public
Service Commission JNU entrance, due to improper evaluation, although doing well in exams, so I could
not accomplish my MSc. Now there is no scientific job on BSc. If there are some chances, all require high
marks. If you want that these research should be published and should be utilized in public benefit ,you
should help me , by any one of the following ways----1st, By publishing the articles in newspapers , magazines , research journals etc.
2nd, By providing me a fellowship or a job in research laboratories so that I can carry out research.
3rd, By providing me financial support by yourself or by the help of some NGO.
My bank account number is ” 4016000102084484”, Anil Kumar Chauhan IFC code PUNB 0401600,
PUNJAB NATIONAL BANK , Branch- Ramkola, Kushinagar , U.P.INDIA.
4rth , By propagating the files to others , because the scientific knowledge should spread and all should
know their capability of upliftment.
5th, By providing a loan up to Rs10 Lakhs ( 20,000 US$) on belief of the projects.

Please publish these articles in media, if there is really a democracy in your country.
(ii)Description of science behind the innovation –

All known conductors of carbon possess large number of easily breakable weak

( P i)

bonds , which generate electrons for the conduction of electricity by the thermal agitation at
room temperature. For example it can be experimentally verified-that

carotene, all other

carotenoides , Xanthophylls and even chlorophylls are conductor of electricity .The number
of conduction electrons (broken

bond electrons ) increases in presence of light, hence

these are photo conductors ( actually semi conductors ) or light dependent conductors .

Beta carotene
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Graphite , an allotrope of carbon possesses comparatively large number of

bonds, hence

it is a good conductor of electricity .
Thus if we can synthesize a polymer , which possesses large number of bonds , will be a
conductor of electricity .If we can polymerize ( any how )acetylene molecules as a long
chain , it will possess large number of
bonds, and will be a conductor of electricity.
Technology trends from the literature survey and patent search
Search for the title consisting, conductor plastic

Search on conductor plastic
Total No Of Record(s) :
Back to Search
No.
1
2
3

3

Application
Patent
Date Of
Title Of Invention
Number
Number
Filing(National)
88153
88153
Multconductor plastic insulated telephone cables.
27/05/1963
Improvements in or relating to methods of and
35012
35012
apparatus for the covering of electric conductors with 07/06/1946
plastic material.
113765
113765
Electrical conductors made of plastics
23/12/1967
Best View in Resolution of 1024x768 or later. Enable Javascript for Better Performance.

Search on conductor plastic , containing dibromoethene and/or disodium acetylide
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Total No Of Record(s) :

0

Back to Search

No Record Found
Best View in Resolution of 1024x768 or later. Enable Javascript for Better Performance.
Total No Of Record(s) :
Back to Search

0

(i) Technological challenges in design and prototype manufacture based on innovator’s skill

There are many challenges in designing of a prototype model for the synthesis of new
allotrope of carbon and conductor plastic. ----(ii)
(iii)

(iv)
(v)
5.

It is difficult for a private innovator to manage a reaction chamber in which the
polymerization reaction will take place at high pressure .
Many of the monomers like disodium acetylide , dibromo ethene , ethene
diamine are not available in the market , so we have to synthesize them
ourselves.
Distillation and purification of the materials, is some difficult .
Testing and determination of conductivity of the polymers is difficult for an
individual innovator .

(vi)
Proposed costs and time frame for the project
Sl
.
N
o.
i.

ii.

Items

Project Cost
Own
PRISM
Support
Share
sought

* Basis of
estimation/
justification

R&D/Design Engg / Consultancy
charges

5000

50000

only rough
estimation

Rental charges for
laboratory/workshop facilities

20000

200000

Test of conductivity
and super
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iii.

** Essential equipment that cannot
be taken on rent.

60000

450000

iv.

Raw Material/spares/consumables
cost

30000

350000

v.

Fabrication/synthesis Charges

20000

200000

vi.

Manpower cost of technical
assistants
(Based on actual &not exceeding
20% of the approved project cost)
Testing and Trials

10000

60000

20000

200000

Travel (Based on actual & not
exceeding 5% of the approved
project cost)

10000

60000

Patent Filing
(actual fee paid to patent office)

15000

130000

Total Cost

191000

180000

vii
.
viii
.

ix.

conductivity etc.
here only rough
estimation is being
given, actual cash
memo will be
produced at the time
of auditing
Di bromo ethene , di
sodium acetylide etc
It is very difficult to
produce high
pressure in reaction
chamber to
synthesize the
polymers
Only rough
estimation

Only rough
estimation
It will be need to
travel time to time
for bringing raw
materials and for
testing conductivity
and
superconductivity
and light emission
etc.

1991000

(* Indicate basis of above cost with justification against each item in a separate Annexure) .
(** Please attach a list of equipment/instruments etc with their respective costs in a
separate
Annexure. Please note that as far as possible, the equipment required for the project may be on rental
basis unless it is absolutely essential to purchase them. The reasons for such purchase should be given.

6.

Activity details/work plan
Activity

Design engineering (for
product innovation) or
Research and Development
/ consultancy (for processes
innovation)
Working model/prototype
development (for product
innovation) or
Lab/bench scale process
development (for process
innovation)

Monitor-able milestones
(as per requirement of category II )
(Basis: Refer Scope and Support)
Synthesis of required monomers and
then synthesis of conductor
polymers, organic light emission
semiconductors etc.

Duration
(months)

Budget
required (Rs )

8 month

800000

Research on the synthesis of
conductor polymers at large scale .

6 month

600000
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Product testing or
Process demonstration
Any others (please specify

Search on super conductivity of
some polymers

6 month

200000

Note: Duration of the project should not be more than 24 months.
7. (a) End product / process / output-resulting from the idea/ invention/ innovation / final
Deliverables :Conductor polymers of desired conductivity, some organic super conductors
and organic semiconductors which can be utilized in making light emission diodes ,emitting
blue , green and red coloured light .
(Including targeted specifications, performance requirements/standards )
(b) Innovation’s benefit to the society: The conductor polymers can replace the metallic
conductor and the super conductors can be utilised in magnetic trains if project is
successful. The semiconductor polymers which are light emitting ,will be utilized in
making milky light.
8. Any other information relevant to the project: Some of the conductor plastic may be
biodegradable like---H2N-CH=CH-NH-CO-CH=CH-CO-(HN-CH=CH-NH-CO-CH=CH-CO)n -HN-CH=CH-NH-CO-CH=CH-

9. Referees (Two Nos with complete address, phone number and e- mail ID):
(a) Shri Lakshami Narayan Tripathi , Lecturer –Physics Buddha Inter college
,Kushinagar U.P. mob-9889805002
(b) Shri Mahesh Patel, Lecturer –Biology, Janta inter college ,Ramkola Kushinagar U.P.
mob-7379126561

10. Declaration:
I / We declare that all the statements made in this application are true, complete and correct to
the best of my/our knowledge and belief. In the event of any information, found false or incorrect,
my/our candidature will stand cancelled and all my/us claims will be forfeited. I / We have not
received any financial assistance for the present proposal from any other agency.

Place: Ramkola Date: 11/12/2014

Signature of the applicant
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11.
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE FORWARDING TePP Outreach Cum
Cluster Innovation Centre (TOCIC)

Place:

Signature of the Head, TOCIC

Date:
No Objection Certificate for the Student /Employee Innovators
The student / employee innovator ------------------------- is studying /working in our
institute/organization since …………….. . The institute/organization has no objection to the
innovator taking up the innovation work as proposed with financial support under PRISM.
The institute laboratories will be made available on chargeable basis to the innovator for
executing his/her PRISM project. The Institute/Organization will be responsible for final
completion of project in case the Innovator leaves the Institute/Organization without
completion of the project.
.................................

34
Competent authority
Signature with Seal
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Evaluation by Domain Knowledge Experts
1. Name of the Expert
:
(e-mail ID, mobile no, contact address)
1. 2.Title of the Proposal
: : Synthesis of a New allotrope of carbon and some conductor
plastics , including organometallic conductors.
3. Expert comments on proposed innovation :
4 Assessments by the Expert:
Expert comments
Assessment of
technology merits
of proposed
innovation

Technological
challenges in
design and
prototype
manufacture
based on
innovators known
skill

Recommendations
To PRISM PASC

[Signature of Expert with seal]
Designation
Address of the organization/institute
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Covering letter to the PRISM application
Date 01/01/2015……………..…
To:
The TOCIC
BHU---Varansi ------------------------------

2. Sub: Proposal for Development of … Synthesis of New allotrope of carbon and
conductor plastics .…………………………………………………

Dear Sir/Madam
I am herewith submitting my application for support under PRISM. The following documents are
enclosed.
Signed Copy of Application
Proof of Residence
Innovation: Desalination of water and ion exchange by external electric field.
………………………………………………………………..
Documentary Proof of Prior Work (video, photo, press coverage etc):-Only theoretical approach
Work Planned


Profile of Potential User- newscience



Copy of Aadhaar Card

ANIL KUMAR CHAUHAN
Innovator
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List of Apparatus
serial Apparatus
1
High pressure reaction chamber
2
High pressure Compressor
3
Volves and pressure regulators
4
Vacuum filtration unit
5
High temperature thermocouple
Thermometer in 100 to 500
degree Celsius range
6
Gas burner or heaters
7
Conical flasks, measuring flasks,
Passing tubes, beakers,
condensers, receivers, Test tubes
, corks , test tube holders, tri-pod
stands, stands etc .
8
Fractional distillation unit
9
Pressure gauge

Quantity
1-2 set
1set
1set
1-2 unit

Cost in Indian Rupees
200000/
250000/
40000/
50000/
5000/

2-3

6000/
20000/

1-2 set

60000/
394000/
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List of consumable materialserial Consumable material
1
Calcium carbide LR Grade or
acetylene gas 20 kg LR grade
2
Sulphur LR Grade
3
Acetone
4
Compressed Sulpher trioxide gas
5
Sodium metal LR Grade
6
Bromine liquid LR Grade
7
Filter paper Nylon and cellulose
nitrate 0.5µpore/10cm -25 cm
dia.
8
Gly-oxal AR Grade
9
PCl3 LR Grade
10
PCl5 LR Grade
11
NH2OH LR Grade
12
NH2NH2 gas LR Grade
13
Lithium aluminium hydride LR
Grade
14
Maleic acid
15
Ethene1,2 dioyle chloride
16
Ether
17
MgCl2 Anhydrous AR grade
18
ZnCl2 Anhydrous AR grade
20
SnCl2 Anhydrous AR grade
21
Ferrous sulphate

Quantity
50-60 Kg

Cost in Indian Rupees
15000/

10 -20 Kg
2.5 Ltr
10Kg
30-40 Kg
10 Litre
10 packet

5000/
1300/
5000/
30000/
5000/
5000/

10 Kg
10 Kg
10 Kg
10 Kg
10 Kg
5 Kg

5000/
5000/
5000/
5000/
5000/
3000/

5 Kg

3850/

50 Litre
3Kg
3Kg
2Kg
1kg

10000/
1500/
1800/
5000/
800/
120000/
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Print

New window

Re: Buy Requirement of "Chemical Reactor" through IndiaMART.com
Inbox

Fri, Mar 13, 2015 at 5:35 PM
shreebalajiengineeringworks
<balajiengg030@gmail.com>
To: Anil Kumar Chauhan <newscience12@gmail.com>
Reply | Reply to all | Forward | Print | Delete | Show original

dear sir
thanks for your enquiry for reactor
and as per discussion held with you
the cost of the complete reactor including temperature and pressure instruments
with design pressure 200 bar and 300 degree centigrade
the cost will be rupees 80000/- (rupees eighty thousands only)
please feel free to contact for any further details
thanking you
sanjay bhargava
9351555001
shree balaji engineering works
g-677 road no 9 f-2
vishvkarma industrial area jaipur
india
On Fri, Mar 13, 2015 at 3:13 PM, Anil Kumar Chauhan <newscience12@gmail.com> wrote:

Buy Lead through IndiaMART
Buyer's Contact Details:
Anil Kumar Chauhan
Individual Researcher
Etawah/ Uttar Pradesh , India
Mobile: +91-9621056791
E-mail: newscience12@gmail.com

Buylead Details:

Chemical Reactor
Quantity: 1 Nos
We are looking for Chemical Reactor.

We Require High Pressure Reactor.

Specifications :-

200 Atmospheric Pressure Bear.

40
300 Degree Celsius Temp.

Capacity :- 2 - 6 liter.

Kindly send the quotations for the same.

Application/ Usage: To be used as Conductur polymer.
Need this for
: Our End Use
Want to buy
: Immediately
Frequency
: One Time Requirement
Preferred Location : Suppliers from Lucknow, Delhi and Gorakhpur will be Preferred
Error! Hyperlink reference not valid.
IndiaMART recommends you to get in touch with buyer on both email and mobile

Email: buyleads@indiamart.com
Toll Free: 1800-200-4444
Quotation for the Rotary Filteration unit
Dear Chouhan Saheb,
As reference our telephonic discussion we are giving our offer as under.
Size of drum: 400 mm dia x 500 mm Long.
Qty: 1 no
working process: Continuous
Material : S.S-304
Mixer Drum for Raw water/Sludge : 1 No
Agitating Systems with motor having capacity: .25 H.P. with reduction gear box.
Vacuum Pump having monoblock systems.
Price: Rs,55,000
Payment terms: 50% as advance along with order and balance against delivery.
Delivery: within one month.
so we are waiting for your response.
Kindly see the Images of Filter.
Regards
D.Mukherjee
Devkamal engineers
Ghaziabad-U.P.
9310121250
Attachments area
Preview attachment Image015.jpg
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STAR SCIENTIFIC GLASS CO.
MFG. OF BOROSILICATE GLASS AND TEFLON LINED EQPTS.
QUOTATION
OUR REF.: SSGC/ 144A / 2015-16
DATE : 05/05/2015

TO,
Mr. Anil Kumar Chauhan
E-M il : newscience12@gmail.com
Your Ref. : As per your E-Mail Regarding 10 LTR. RRDU Dated 04/05/2015

Dear Anil Sir,
We are pleased to submit our offer below as per your requirement :
Description

Sr.

Qty/-Unit

Rate

Amount.

10 LTR. RRDU WITH COLUNM SECTION, HEAT EXCHANGER, ADD. & REC.
FLASK AS PER DRAWING NO. : SSGC-503 DT: 04.05.2015
1

Nos.

14000

14000

1

Nos.

3000

3000

GLASS BOTTOM OUTLET VALVE SIZE-1" (SBAL)

1

GLASS PIPE BEND HOSE CONNECTOR SIZE-1"/80˚ (SPBHC)

1

GLASS DIP PIPE SIZE-1" (SDP)

1

GLASS THERMOMETER POCKET SIZE-1" (STP)

1

PTFE LINE BELLOW GLASS TO GLASS SIZE-1" (SFBN)

3

GLASS PIPE BEND SIZE-1"/80° (SPB)

1

GLASS PIPE SECTION SIZE-1"/200 (SPS)

3

GLASS ANGLE VALVE SIZE-1"/90° (SPVE)

1

GLASS ADDITIONAL FLASK FOR CAP. 2 LTR. C-1", S-1"x1 NOS. (SVA)

1

GLASS VENT VALVE SIZE-1" (SVST)

6

STOPPER SIZE- B34

1

GLASS PIPE SECTION SIZE-2"/100 (SPR)

1

Nos.
Nos.
Nos.
Nos.
Nos.
Nos.
Nos.
Nos.
Nos.
Nos.
Nos.
Nos.

2700
150
350
300
500
150
200
1200
1100
450
100
250

2700
150
350
300
1500
150
600
1200
1100
2700
100
250

1

Nos.
Nos.
1 Nos.
1 Nos.
1 Nos.
1 Nos.
1 Nos.
1 Nos.
1 Nos.
1 Nos.
1 Nos.
1 Nos.
1 Nos.
1 Nos.
1 Nos.
1 Nos.
2 Nos.
1 Nos.
6 Set
23 Set
1 Set
1 Job

13500

1

9500
500
1400
500
2800
150
2000
2600
400
1200
2200
1200
1100
2000
1200
300
800
500
250
19500
9000

13500
9500
500
1400
500
2800
150
2000
2600
400
1200
2200
1200
1100
2000
1200
600
800
3000
5750
19500
9000

1 NON FLAMEPROOF HEATING AND COOLING BATH FOR 10 LTR. CAPACITY (SBH)
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

GLASS FLASK CAP. 10 LTR. C-2", S-1"/10°x1 nos., S-2"/45°x1 nos., B-1.5"/1" ($SVS)

15 GLASS STIRRER WITH CHUCK & SEAL & MECHENICAL SEAL WITH 2 PTFE BLADE
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

(SSTBM)
NON FLAMEPROOF MOTOR
FLEXIBLE SHAFT

PTFE LINE BELLOW GLASS TO GLASS SIZE-2" (SFBN)
GLASS PIPE BEND SIZE-2"/45˚ (SPBR)
GLASS COLUNM SECTION SIZE-2"/1000 (SCS)
GLASS THERMOMETER POCKET FOR SRDA SIZE-1" (STP)
GLASS REFLUX DIVIDER ADAPTOR SIZE-2" (SRDA)
GLASS HEAT EXCHANGER SIZE-2"/0.3m² (SHE)
GLASS PIPE REDUCER SIZE-2"/1" (SPR)
GLASS ANGLE VALVE SIZE-1"/80° (SPVE)
GLASS PRODUCT COOLER SIZE-1"/1.5"/1" (SHEF)
GLASS LINE VALVE SIZE-1" (SPV)
GLASS RECEIVER FLASK CAP.-2 LTR. C-1", S-1" x 2 NOS. (SVR)
GLASS RECEIVER FLASK CAP.-5 LTR. C-1", S-1" x 2 NOS. (SVR)
GLASS DRAIN VALVE SIZE-1" (SPVD)
VESSEL HOLDER RING FOR 2 LTR. FLASK (SVSR)
VESSEL HOLDER FOR 5 LTR. FLASK (SVSS)
C.I FLANGES WITH INSERT, NUTS & BOLT WITH TR SIZE-2" (SCT)
C.I FLANGES WITH INSERT, NUTS & BOLT WITH TR SIZE-1" (SCT)
G.I TUBULAR STRUCTURE SIZE-1"
ERECTION CHARGES

109000.00

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:1 PRICES: EX WORKS, VADODARA.
2 DISCOUNT: ABOVE RATES ARE SPECIAL DISCOUNTED PRICES / RATES.
3 VALIDITY: 30 DAYS
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10

SALES TAX :CST @ 2% AGAINST `C' FORM OR VAT @5% WHATEVER APPLICABLE.
PAYMENTS: 50% ADVANCE WITH ORDER REST AGAINST P.I. BEFORE DISPATCH / INSPECTION AT OUR SITE
EXCISE: 12.5%
DELIVERY :- WITHIN 2 TO 4 WEEK AFTER RECEIPT OF YOUR P.O. WITH ADVANCE.
OCTROI : WILL BE TO YOUR ACCOUNT IF APPLICABLE.
P & F : @ 3% ON BASIC BILL VALUE.

FREIGHT : Extra at Actual Basis / To Pay Basis.

11 ERECTION CHARGES : WILL BE EXTRA IF REQUIRE OR AS ABOVE.
12 INSURANCE WILL BE IN YR. SCOPE IN CASE OF ANY DAMAGE/ SHORTAGE DURING TRANSIT

For STAR SCIENTIFIC GLASS CO.
Mr. PRATHAM KAUSHIK

Mobile. : 09428402583
www.starscientifi
cindia.com FAX :
0265 - 2514417
WE ARE ALSO MANUFACTURING M.S. TEFLON LINED EQUIPMENT &PLaA
g eB1W
ofA
1RES.

